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EXPKRI?' "TOtVSY
OF CAKTIIOTR 33CT0HS OF UNI^Hi THICKHSSS
The purpose of this investigation was to experimentally determine
deflection data for to 180 decree uniform thickness cantilever sectors.
The basic deflection data is presented In the form of influence coeffi-
cients that ORB he utilised in the determination of the deflection of
l actors as caused by any regular transverse loading.
One phase of the investigation was specifically planned to achieve
results that could be compared with an analytical solution of the problem.
In addition to the basic experimentation, preliminary investigation
was made of the effect of thickness and boundary fixity on the stiffness
of cantilever sectors.
Deflection modes as calculated from the data of this investigation
were in close agreement with those determined by the analytical solution.
Agreement in absolute magnitude was of the order of 15 percent for three
loading conditions checked.
Further investigation into the effect of thickness is considered
desirable before the results of this investigation are applied to the
determination of deflections for sectors of different thickness from
those used in the investigation.
The investigation was carried out in the Guggenheim Aeronautical
Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.
7OTERIH3HTA1 OTLBCTIOH SUKm
OF OAKTILT-r; OTOBS OF UiJITORM THICKIESS
I ITOFvQTOK
The purpose of tills investigation was to study the deflection of
uniform thickness sectors when fixed on one radius and subjected to trans-
verse loadings. The investigation was nade using specimens of ?J {ST
aluminum alloy. All lct.&iri£S were "below the proportional limit of the
material.
The experimental v.*ork was divided into two phases:
Phase 1. Obtaining deflection data for a family of sectors of
varying opening angle but vdth identical thickness and radius. The de-
flection data was reduced to influence coefficients that were arranged
in matrix form. The sectors of this family varied in sector angle from 30
to 180 degrees.
Phase 2 . Determining the deflection pattern of a h$ degree sector
when subjected to a particular boundary loading. This phase was for the
purpose of obtaining results that could be compared with results of an
analytical solution. ' The second phase also included a preliminary
investigation of the effect of thickness and boundary fixity on the de-
flection of sectors for the particular case of k5 degree opening angle.
The testing equipment was designed and built by the author in col-
laboration with William 2, Henry, and utilised the basic facilities of
the GALCIT* structures laboratory.
Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratories, California Institute of Technology»
Pasadena, California,
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A mjor portion of tho tlra« wae tpent on the development of procedures
and techniques which would permit the Investigation to proceed more rapidly
and yield data that could be used for the determination of deflections
caused by any kind of transverse loading.
->
II pqpuwW
The baflle speeinen used in Phase 1 of this investigation was cat
from 1/4 inch alnrdma alloy plat*. The original specimen was 19.94
inches in radius, had an average thickness of 0.251 inches and a sector
angle of 180 degrees. Sectors of 135, 90. 75 1 60, 45. and 30 degrees
•ere obtained by progressively cutting back the basic specimen. Figure 1
shows the plan form of the specimen with its 19-1/2 x 20 inch hold-down
extension. A 2 inch by 15 degree polar grid was lightly scribed on both
sides of the specimen after it kid been painted with a light coat of
Dykem Blue.
The specimen used In Phase 2 of this investigation was cut fron l/8
inch 2481" aluminum alloy plate. The average thickness of this specimen
-.•as 0.125 inches. The overall radius was 25 inches and the effective
radius was 20 inches. Badlal saw cuts were made between the above nentioned
radii at 1 inch intervals along the effective circumference. Figure 2
shows the plan fom of the specimen used in Phase 2.
The testing equipment wa3 constructed using an existing steel frame
as a supporting base. ?wo 2-1/2 x <'* x 3/ ;* inch angle sections approxi-
mately 4-3 inches long wore leveled and secured to the existing base frame.
The Upper horizontal surface of the angle irons had been machined to
provide a level surface for the hold-down plates. Two stress relieved and
machined 1 x 29 x 19-1/2 inch steel hold-down plates were secured to the
angle iron9 by 12 steel bolts. The specir.cn was inserted between the hold-
down plates and shims 1/32 ir.rl thii a* 'an the specimen vore used to
prevent excessive ''"'dcmx^;" of the i\olcL-dc-..»n plates* Since no bolts could
be use3 near the line of fixity of the specinen» throe screv v4 : eks '.«re
urease th^ re of the upper hold-dovn plate on the
specimen. Tho screw Jades used were sufficient to cr.use noticeable con-
cave bending of !>eth hold-down plates, JTigure 3 cho-js the arrangement used
to secure tho ipeoiaen.
The loading device penaltied the application of point loads iron
above 07 the use of a loading pin to vhich vei^hts were added. The
roint of tho loading pin was ground to as sraall a radius an possible
f;ithoufc its eausi specimen unring repeated loading.
The movement of tho load to the various grid points *&s accomplished
in the following Mwmeri
(a) The loading pin Mas raised from contact with the specimen by
a four foot lever aisa that had a fulcrun above the sector center.
(b) Tho levor am, carrying the loading pin with it, could be
rotated about the sector center throughout the required 180 degrees.
(c) Radial notion of tho loading pin v.ao accomplished by means of
rollers on the guiding meclunisn. These rollers act«d on tho levor am
and could be locked at any radial position.
(d) The loading pin guiding mechanism was so arranged that vhen the
load was positioned on the specimen neither the lever am nor the guiding
rtechanisa took any appreciable amount of the vertical load.
Further information on tho mechanical details of the lea dine Sen be
obtained from Figure 3.
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A deflection table was positioned parallel and 9-1/2 inches below
the lover surface of the specimen. This deflection table consisted of
an ordinary office table that was secured to the testing frame by means of
WC" clamps. A 30 x 60 inch smooth surface top was made from l/k inch
nasonite clued to 1 inch plyv/ood. When rigidly clamped to the table
this top provided a smooth and steady platform from which the deflections
could be measured* Since there vas no weight on the table other than the
deflection gauge t no additional rigidity of the table was deemed necessary.
A deflection gauge was made by mounting a Model 282 Ames dial
gauge of 1 inch travel and reading to 0.001 inch on a sturdy base. The
main spring of the dial gauge was removed and a uniform gauge force was
obtained by gravity action on a horizontal 8 inch aluminum bar supported
at an off-center pivot. The overall height of the deflection gauge was
made adjustable by the addition of precision ground base blocks.
Figure h illustrates the operation of the deflection gauge.
«*6«->
Preliminary tests for the purpose of determining the most desirable
e:sperincntatlon techniques were conducted on a C.G75 inch 2- «T aluminum
specimen. Pwsirly investigation indicated the desirability of loading the
specimen by gravity from above While deflection* were being measured
from below.
The folloidng general requirements were sot forth:
(a) Kajdnum deflections must be as largo &s posrible to keep
reading errors to a ninimum, but measureable permanent set of the speci-
men must not result.
(b) The loading must be as large as possible vithin the Unita of
(a) above and yet pomit easy manual handlings
(c) Sector anglos from C to 180 degrees must be investigated*
(d) Fron the data obtained it must be possible to determine the
deflection of a specimen under any form of transverse loading.
In view of the above requirements, .it was decided that the super-
position of deflections caused by point loads would be utilized and,
further* that Maxwell^ Reciprocal Theorem would be used to minimize the
amount of data required.
The preliminary investigation utilised a standard spring-loaded
dial gauge and the results obtained did not agree with Maxwell's Reciprocal
Theorem. Two possible causes for this discrepancy were investigated.
(a) Fixity of the specimen in the test equipment.
(b) Linear variation in the deflection gauge force on the specimen
because of the main spring of the dial gauge.
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By replacing the main spring of the dial gauge with a lover system
that produced a uniform deflection gauge force throughout its range of
travel, the results .:ore found to satisfy Maxwell's Reciprocal Theorem.
By repeated testing It was determined that Maxwell's Reciprocal Theorem
would yield results within the scatter caused "by repeated readings for
any one point. Superposition MM ehedteed "by icmparing results with those
of a survey made with a uniform load on a k$ degree sector.
By plotting deflection data fron the preliminary investigation,
the distrijution and density of loading point3 vere decided upon.
It was determined tliat the most accurate results could "be obtained
by leaving the deflection gauge under a given -ooint vrhile the load was
moved fron point to point, Sola testing procedure eliminated errors that
might result from irregularities in the deflection table if the gauge
were moved between readings. It also made it possible to obtain a check
on the tare reading after each load liad been removed, A third advantage
of this method of tosting over an alternate method* was that deflections
could be read directly without need for subtracting a tare reading each
time.
* The deflection gauge can be moved to each of the load points while the
load is at one load point*
^.3-, Preocftyp ,for.Sv?e. .?•
Phe 180 de^re* s—tor was the ffj b1 aeinen ed. It
secured in the test a nt and lefleetion reading taken
to Insure that the date would" satisfy Maxwell^ Reciprocal Theorem,
Fifty-three grid points were selected as test points* The deflection
Tr.^ter was pi eed under a tost -^i^ 4: and the t-" ',- xeroed with no lo?d
lled« Vetgjtte had been attached tc the loading ^in to oafce its total
weight $0 nminds. The loading ""i"1- '•*n " ^ro'-resniv-1 !;;' stored to all tost
points. Deflation reading* as read -fore multiplier'. by 20 and vore re~
corded, on data she«t*. The numbers reoordedi therefore*, represented
inches of deflection oer 1000 pound* re hereafter referred to as
(2)
By employing IteJBpelt^s Itodpronal Theore1-1 , once the deflection gauge
influence* coefficients desiderated as ~, ,.
had been under a test -ooint and all readings taleen*. that rioint never had
to be used again as a loading roint.
Upon completion of the deflection surrey, the data was transcribed
to the more convenient matrix form of Tables 1 to 7.
The data for each test point was examined for large discrepancies
by drawing contour lines on the rough data sheets. Figure 5 illustrates
a data sheet that had been examined in this manner.
TTrxm completing a ehec> of all the data for the 180 degree sector,
that specimen was removed, cut back to 135 degrees, and the above testing
procedure repeated.
Similar experimental procedure was followed with the 90. 75* 60» **5#
and y degree a he tost -points used for each specimen e.ro
indicated by the data in —bles 1 to ?.
'
..". rrccednrc To:' .l^se ...
?ho method of oat . ; deflections in this phase was the sane as
for Phase 1 ezcept that Maxwell's Ueciprocal Fheorem was not utilized*
A distributed boundary loading of -; -. . Inch pounds radial moment
per inch and -LC.X pox. ex pep inch inpoeed over one inch of
the effective circ j lacing a 10* '.•.- pound load k*8C inches
from the root of a finger* Deflections -..-ore recorded as the load was
moved to e&oh of the 15 fingors that were 1 inch vide at the root. A
modified procedure was used in the caso of the l6th finger ttiat was 0*71
inch wide at the root.
Influence coefficients for the shear alone --ere obtained directly
from deflect ion readings taken whan a 10 pound concentrated load was
placed at the root of each filler.
Influonce coefficients for radial accent alone were calculated from
data hy the method illustrated in thf ndix of tide report*
The ahove procedure was repeated for the sane sector after all
fingers had been split to one-half their original width. The results
were compared and then all except 3 of the narrower fingers were cut off
at their root and the procedure repeated for tlicse three fingers*
By making a plot of all coefficients against arc position, and
including on that plot the values from the three finger test, it was
possible to correct the original data for the effect of the fingers on
the plate stiffness.
3«d flata for fchfi 1/8 Lnehi -':-5 noctor
as eerr ?0r W e ~r- nantlcm&d effect.
of 1 3 tttye stiffnasi cf
f- l/'l Incfc plate .- - ' ' 1/8 3 ;h li V ufled iri the '— ' , v1g
i.—* •** bios was t " " "' '' nts of ''
c
jregpeotire natricoa of Influence eoeffi "roe
botm&aarites. SVJhle 9 ho - bl - for the. five point!
invest i^atad*
T"he affect of 1 Ixity conditions • - '* 3 l«c the
f lefleations as stained with the »c jxraacat end with them
ti^htenefl an extrarws cnount. 3y bhis " re '.' ffcet of flaity vaa
Ldered to hr.vc boen bounded.
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v CAsr, c? wrim??® loading
The determination of the deflection of a sector plate caused by a
districted load requires that an area coefficient designated Ba, w be
associated with each of the loading points of the influence coefficient
matrix. If in the symmetrical influence matrices formed in this investi-
gation there are MnM loading points designated by subscripts ",}" there are
MnM deflection points designated by subscripts H M . How if q, is the
loading intensity of the distributed load at the load point "J" an equiva-
lent concentrated load p can be defined as follows
t
If w, is the true deflection of the sector at point M i M due to a distri-
buted loading the rigorous requirements for the area coefficients become
* wi=|iVu s|*Wj (2)
where (2) must be satisfied for all deflection points simultaneously.
To meet these requirements a. would be a function dependent upon:
(a) The geometric position of "J w with respect to other load points
and the plate's boundaries
»
(b) The load distribution
(c) The deflection mode near *i".
Accordingly a . cannot be ^nj, gun^y defined for all values of load distri-
bution and still satisfy the requirements exactly.
for regular loading distributions and resulting deflection patterns
a unique a. can be assigned each loading point that will satisfy Equation
(2) to an acceptable degree of accuracy. The accuracy will be dependent
Q upon the variation from the ideal in the load distribution and deflection
pattern.
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For this specific investigation the assignment of unique values to
the urea coefficients was based on two approximations.
(a) The load distribution was taken to be constant over each ele-
mental area a*.
(b) Influence coefficients varied in a linear manner between
adjoining grid points.
In Phase 1, where for reasons previously mentioned the loading
points wert selected arbitrarily, an unsymraetrical distribution of load
points exists. This lack of symmetry made it impractical to establish
one general rule for the determination of all area coefficients. Typical
examples for elements as illustrated in Figure (a) followt
( T N
Area &\ XJ bounded by
or containing load
points a» b, g, £ k,




x to each a, b,




' / / i i 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 ) i
to k. (This assignment of zero to k was made since k was an
unsymraetrical point which was originally selected as a load and
deflection point because of its importance in the case of boundary
loadings. It could be illustrated that failure to assign an area
-i:
coefficient bo thin point does not cause it to be elininated as a
deflection point,
)
To Justify the assignment of 1 to ix>int "eM esnnin© a geometricallyy
similar internal point Mg" which vould be assigned £q from each of its
8
four adjoining areas.
The typical area coefficients bocomej
**'$ a*"£ a° 3 ^
Toy the area c, h, i, c 1 (where c 1 is not a loading point) the
troa A,, ie first distributed equally to the four corner points, rhat
area which was assigned to c* i8 then redistributed to c and o inversely
as the distance from c 1 to those points. This arbitrary method of area
assignment for elements near the center of the sector is based on the
approximation that the load distribution will be nearly constant and that
the deflection between the two points will be linear.
Writing the deflection for any point we have
w
i • Va*U ' VlftD * •— afclcAc * ae«VSic« ^
where a* would be the area coefficient of point c if c» were a real load
point. The last tern of (3) vanishes since g^ must be sero where the
fixed radius does not deflect.
Considering only that part of the deflection which is caused by
the loading near c and c 1 we have
w
i a a, c1cSic + ac«*c»e!c» M
-1''
Then if g^» varies linearly and a , r <^ r c*q fron the assurartions nad.e
Equation (>\) can "be written
w
l = "cV^ic *W ' 2/3 «lc fi ac*c*ic <5)
or
and
(a* f 2/3 a ) qceic . acacelc (6)
a
c =
aj / 2/3 ac , (7)
where aQ is the total area coefficient of tho point "c".
Equation (7) illustrates that for the appropriations made there
is Justification for the arbitrary assignment of the area assumed "by a
non-load point to other load points in the inverse ratio of distance to
those points.
Since on a fixed boundary g^ vanishes » the area coefficients
assigned to the boundary t>oints have no significance except to provide
Tables 10 and 11 have tabulated values for the area coefficients
assigned each loading point of the sectors investigated. Because these
area coefficients are for sectors of 20 inch radius multiplication by
r^/fcOO is required to reduce then to coefficients for other radii. It
should be noted that while the area coefficients as defined here have
dimensions of square inches no attempt was made to associate any given
boundary with the area except to imply that it is in the vicinity of the
corresponding load point.
For convenience of notation the area coefficients for each specimen
investigated are arranged in column matrix form and designated as |AJ •
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The arrangement of the elements in the column matrix is made to correS'
pond with the ordor of the load points in the associated influence
coefficient matrix*
-16"
The results of Phase 1 of this investigation are contained in the
matrices of influence coefficients, Tables 1 through 7. Column matrices
of the associated area coefficients are given in Tables 10 and 11, The
results as presented are applicable to 20 inch radii cantilever sectors
of 24et aluminum 1/8 inch thick and for loadings within the proportional
limit of the material. 3y use of the coefficients presented the deflection
resulting from a transverse loading on any thin cantilevered sector of
from to 180 degrees can be ascertained,
A deflection caused by a concentrated load Pj at any grid point
W
J
H is given by




This deflection occurs when the sector is geometrically and physically
identical to the sector used in this investigation. Within the region
of proportional stress-strain the accuracy of the deflections determined
for this type of loading is governed only by the accuracy of the values
of the influence coefficients.
Possible sources of error in the tabulated influence coefficients
aret
(1) Method used in measuring deflections,
(2) Method of loading test specimen,
(3) Fixity of specimen at its supporting radius,
(k) Imperfections in the test specimen.
•Double indices do not indicate summation over j.
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By taking re c^tod tc3t readings and by utilising Maxwell's Reciprocal
Theorem it •r.s catinatod that because of (l) and (2) the coefficients
nay hare a scatter of t .5$ or £.02 whichever may be the larger* From
the preliminary investigation the errors caused by (3) were bounded by an
upper and lower limit that were in variation by 5 percent. The material
property curves indicate that the error caused by (k) should be of magni-
tude less than 2 percent.
For concentrated loads at points other than the loading points
used in this investigation, interpolation of the data by graphical or
algebraic methods can be employed. The accuracy of the interpolation
and the accuracy of the influence coefficients will both affect the
accuracy of the final results. For deflections at points other than
grid points and for deflection surveys of sectors of intermediate sector
angles a similar interpolation can be used.
For a continuous finite transverse shear loading on the free boundary
of the sector, the deflection at any grid point is found by graphical or
analytical evaluation of the integral.
n =^ v<s) «i(B)- A* (9)
s
The process of evaluating and using g£( s ) for the boundary from a finite
number of g^j values may introduce interpolation errors in addition to
those existing in the basic data. Where reasonable methods of interpo-
lation are employed these errors will not be accumulative but will average
out and, therefore, be admissible.
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Opfleotion survey*? for distributed transverse loadings over the
plan form of the sector ~rovide the t i e loading of the nost general
Interest. Distributed loadings Including uniform loads and loads of the
nature encounter*;'' by airfoile in subsonic or sv.personic flow are of
•iul interest if the a-proximction of airfoils by thin plates of uni-
form tMrtaieps is permitted, Such loadings can bo treated from the
data obtained in this investigation.
Tor the cr.se of a distributed load of intensity o. at grid point
n $* the deflection is ap-proirirmted by
»| = S <L,*jSij * 10"3 (10)
or in riatri- form
where [&] ^ is the symmetrical square matrix of influence coefficients
for a sector with sector angle °< •
{qj is the column matrix formed by the products a^q*
|W] is the column matrix formed by elements w^ of the deflection.
Possible sources of error in deflections determined from Equation
(11) are:
(1) Srrors in influence coefficients,
(2) Krrors in area coefficients as discussed in an earlier section
of this report.
In the case of loadings that are discontinuous or have discontinuous
derivatives less accurate results may result. In" the ease of such loadings
-19-
*
accuracy could "be Improved "by effectively increasing the density of
the test points through interpolation* This procedure would require
the determination of additional influence coefficients by interpolation
and the reassignment of area coefficients to all loading points.
Por sectors of thickness, radius, or material constants different
from those used in the investigation, the determination of absolute
deflections can he accomplished through the use of the elasticity rela-
tionships that are applicable to thin plates, '*'
The influence coefficients obtained for transverse shear and for
radial moments acting on the arc boundary of the ^5 degree sector used
in this phase are given in Tables 8(a) and 8(b) • Coefficients for trans-
verse shear are designated ^g^* and are numerically equivalent to the
deflection in inches at "i" caused by 1000 pounds shear per inch acting
over one inch of arc at MJ H . Influence coefficients for radial moments
are designated ^gy and correspond to deflection at w i w caused by 1000
inch pounds radial moment per inch of arc acting over 1 inch near wj".
The coefficient ggjj represents deflection at "i" caused by 1000 pounds
of concentrated load at "J" where, in this case, "j* is the free corner
of the sector, namely, 45 degrees and 20 inches.
The coefficients given in Tables 8(a) and 8(b) are applicable
to 2411" aluminum sectors of 20 inch radius and 1/8 inch thickness. By
superposition, the deflection of such a sector caused by any given












J " nAj * -71M (16) aPi(l6) ^ VlJ ^
V. Is the transverse shear In pounds ^er inch of arc near *j H .
Mj Is radial moment in Inch pounds vvr inch of are near M J".
P
c is concentrated load in pounds at 45 degrees and 20 inches.
?or 45 decree sectors of thiAeneas, radius, or material constants
different from those of the sector used in this phase of the investiga-
tion, the determination of deflections can ha accomplished through use
of the elasticity rolationshi-os for thin plates.
The deflection at sin points on the freo boundary of the 45 degree
sector were computed for three specific boundary loadings. The "boundary
loadings considered are given by rigures 6, ?, and 8. The deflections
caused by these loadings as determined from Equation (12) are represented
by Figures 9» 10, and 11 respectively. The loadings investigated corres-
pond to loadings for which an analytical solution has been obtained by
Williams. ' The deflections given by the analytical solution are indi-
cated on Figures 0# 10, and 11 along with the deflections as determined
by this experimental method. While it is anticipated that there will be
no more than minor changes in the analytical results, the author wishes to
eall attention to the fact that the comparisons made in Figures 9, 10,
and 11 are therefore strictly valid only if no changes occur in the ana-
lytical solution wherein it applys to the loadings, deflections, and
material properties used herein.
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The following observations are considered significant!
(1) Tho order of magnitude of the maximum deflections as deter-
mined ""ay the two approaches is the same.
(2) Per the three loadings investigated all deflections in each
case were less when determined experimentally than when determined ana-
lytically. This finding is contrary to what is normally found when ex-
periment :.l results are compared with analytical results, such as in Dean
problems. It is, however, in accordance with some preliminary results
of a similar investigation on cantilevered rectangular plates.
(3) The deflection nodes as determined by the analytical and
experimental methods are similar. Ihis observation Indicates that good
jigreesent night be expected for the stresses near the sector's boundaries
as determined by the two approaches.
The results of a preliminary investigation into the effect of the
thickness of sector plates on their stiffness are contained in Table 9«
Deflection data for the 1/4 inch sector plate was compared with corres-
ponding deflection data for the 1/8 inch sector of Phase 2. The elementary
relationships of elasticity when applied to thin plates with small de-
flections give deflections inversely as the cube of the thickness. From
that relationship the ratio of deflection of the .125 plate to the .251
plate would be G.lOs 1. For the five points investigated the experimental
results indicate that the ratio of deflections is nearly constant and of
the order of 7 • 50 l 1.
Possible causes for this variation that may have resulted from the
experimental technique arei
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(i; The thinner 1/8 inch plate nay have permitted a higher degree
of relative fixity at the supporting radius. Since the preliminary in-
vestigation into the effect of fixity indicated a maximum of 5 percent
variation in deflections for various fixity conditions it is improbable
that this is the only cause for the variation noted,
(2) There may exist a "thickness effect" which is accentuated
enough by the geometry of the plate to require the use of the thickness
tern in the plate equations. '
(3) The material constants of the specimen were different from
the values assumed in the calculation of the boundary loading, namely,
2 a 10.3 x 106 and i) - .3.
A complete investigation of the effect of thickness on the deflection
of similar plates was beyond the scope of this Investigation but, in view
of the limited observations made, it must be concluded that further in-
vestigation is necessary before the results of this deflection survey
can be accurately extended to sectors of thickness, radius, or material
constants different from those of the test specimens used.
-2>
3>
As a result of this investigation the following recommendations are
made as to the nature of future experimentation with cantilever sectors:
(1) That a deflection survey he nade of a cantilever sector* for
any given transverse loading* by some alternate experimental method*
The agreement with the findings of this survey would give a quantitative
indication of the accuracy to be expected in the use of the results of
this investigation when extended to any of the many surveys that can be
made from these results.
(2) That an alternate method of applying radial moments to the arc
boundary be developed, and the results be compared with those of Phase 2.
(3) That an extensive investigation be made of the effect of plate
thickness on stiffness.
(U) That surface stresses be determined at selected points on a
given sector subjected to a given loading. Four alternate methods of
determining* and checking* those stresses are suggested.
(a) Strain gauge readings with total load applied.
(b) 3y superposition of 9train gauge readings for concentrated
loads at grid points through the use of the area coefficients given
in this investigation.
(c) By graphical or finite difference solution of the de-
flection survey made by this influence coefficient method.
(d) By the analytical solution.
(5) That in future investigations (particularly when thin plates
are used) conditions at the fixed boundary be accurately controlled.
---
VIII C0HCLTTSI0H5
The conclusions nay "be eumriarised as follows:
1. That the influence coefficients determined In this investigation
provide sufficient and satisfactory batie data for determining the de-
flection ef to 180 degree cantilever sectors for any regular transverse
loading.
2. That, for geometrically similar sectors that have tho sane
"boundary fixity, good agreement with deflections determined "by other
experimental methods can be expected.
3. That because of the technique used in securing tho spocinen to
the test equipment the "effective fixity" at the su^x>rting radius may
have been even greater than that of a theoretically flat cantilever sector.
If. That further investigation, particularly into the effect of
thickness on stiffness, is essential before the data obtained by this
investigation can be accurately extended to thin sectors of thickness,
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MATRIX OF INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS*
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.52 .72









Radius - 20 inches
Ave. Thickness - .251 inches







































































































.04 10.00 1 1.87
.01 11.32 1 3.56 15.87
.08 12.58 1 5.32 17.99




. 36 .42 75









.62 .60 1 .44 2
.06 . 29 . 35
.20 .54 .72
.35 .76 1 . 15 1
.52 .98 1 .54 2
.
12 .43 .54
.23 68 89 1
.34 92 1 30 1.





.20 77 1 00 1.






. 16 66 1 04 1.
.02 20 18
.0 1 35 36




.04 07 03 -.
.06 1 1 06 -
.








.86 1 .64 2
.96 1 84 t
.50 .65
.79 1 22 1
.05 1 80 2
.33 2 38 3
.73 1 01 1
.06 1 62 2
.40 2 25 3




.92 1 30 1
.
.26 1 92 2.
.62 2 46 3.
.34 42 0.
.70 90 1.
.03 1 42 1.
.40 1 94 2.
.57 2 20 2.
.40 52 0.
74 90 1.
04 1 35 1.








90 1 02 1.






OEG. IN. 15/6 15/10 15/14 15/21 30/12 30/16 30/20 45/6 45/10 45/14 45/ 1e 45/20 60/8 60/12
• (Inches deflection per pound) xlO s
16 60. 20 75/10 7S/14
MATRIX OP INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS*
FOR 13 5 DEGREE SECTOR
Radius - 20 inches
Ave. thickness - .251 inches
24 ST Aluminum Plate
9.00 10.74
10. 17 12.36
11.62 14.04 16.66 19.21
75/18 75/20 90/4 90/8 90/12 90/16
TABLE 2
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UJ . UJQ r*. m oj o o
11 =
12.20
45° / 12" i = l*5°/l6« 1 = 45°/ 18-
s T«iJ m«ij Y«iJ
1.0 1 -.39 24.20 -1.29 32.50 •2.24
1.0 2 10.95 -.33 22.10 -1.17 29.65 -2.08
1.0 3 9.80 -.28 19.90 -1.06 26.75 -1.88
1.0 4 8.60 -.22 17.60 - .94 23.80 -1.66
1.0 5 7-32 -.17 15.35 - .80 20.30 -1.43
1.0 6 6.15 -.11 13*10 - .63 17.75 -1.20
1.0 7 5.10 -.0? 10.90 - .48 14.85 - .98
1.0 9 4.10 -.02 8.95 - .36 12.10 - .75
1.0 9 3.15 +.02 7.00 - .24 9.50 - -53
1.0 10 2.30 +.07 5.20 - .12 7.22 - -35
1.0 n 1.60 +.10 3^5 + .01 5.18 - .18
1.0 12 1.00 +.11 2.40 + .08 3.40 - .02
1.0 13 •60 +.10 1.50 + .12 2.05 + .08
1.0 14 •15 +.09 .62 + .13 •90 + .11
1.0 15 .01 +.05 .18 + .10 .29 .10
0.7 16 .00 +.02 .00 + .05 .01 + .05
eSij = 12.57 cSij =25.15 Aj»' 33.55
j = 45° / 20» J = 45° / 20« J - 45° / 20«
Table 8a
Influence Coefficients
ygjj = Inches Deflection/Pound * 103
^jj a Inches Deflection/Inch Pound x




Sector Angle m 45°, t = 1/8 Inches, Kadius « 20 Inches



















i * 30° /20" I a 40*720«
3 At aglj
1.0 35.00 -3.42 22.90 -".34
1.0 2 36.70 -3.48 32.70 -3.37 22.15 -2.30
1.0 3 33.05 -3.02 30.10 -2,98 21.25 - .17
1.0 4 29.37 -2.58 27.25 -2.62 20.35 -<.16
1.0 5 25.70 -2.14 24.20 -2.23 19.05 -2.16
1.0 6 .05 -1.76 21.10 -1.87 17.40 -2.07
1.0 7 18.60 -1.40 18.00 -1.54 15.40 -1.75
1.0 8 15.35 -1.07 14.95 -1.32 13.20 -1.44
1.0 9 1 .05 - .78 11.90 - .92 10.90 -1.15
1.0 10 9.00 - .51 9.00 - .64 8.60 - .80
1.0 11 6.42 - .28 6.50 - .40 6.45 - .61
1.0 12 4.30 - .10 4.50 - .18 4.50 - .34
1.0 13 2.50 .04 2.90 .00 2.60 - .11
1.0 14 1.25 .12 1.20 .10 1.20 + .02
1.0 15 .40 * .12 .35 .10 .35 .08
0.7 16 .01 + .05 .01 + .04 .01 + .07
c
6lj
= 42.05 cSlj* 35.88 c«ij *= 23.15





a Inches Deflection/Found :: 10
n^i j ^ Inoilea Deflection/Inch Pound x 10
3
g ss Inches Deflectlon/Pound x 103
Sector Angle » 45o/20 M t t m l/8 Inches, Radius « 20 Inches
w
i ' (g rw *u + •*"(«> Aae) +g "utfy + -
+





45°/l6« 45 /18« 4S°/20* 30°/20» 15°/20"
45°/l6» 7.30*
7.3445°/l8- 7.35
45°/20« 7.26 7.30 7.39
30°/20" 7.23 7.34 7.29 7.31
15°/20» 7.29 7,32 7.16 7.19 7.26
t IftftWM^ Coeffoe^cftts, ,13$ tacfr Sector











Deg. In. A 450
15 6 5.5850 7.5 20 1.9897
15 10 10.4720 15 10 10. 4720 15 6 8.1214
15 14 14.6608 15 14 14.6608 15 10 10.2427
15 30 0.0000 20 20 0.0000 15 14 10.4720
30 12 19.7804 30 12 19.7804 15 16 8.3778
30 16 21.4672 30 16 31.4672 15 18 8.4300
30 20 14.1368 30 20 14.1368 15 20 3.9794
45 6 5.5850 45 6 5.5850 22.5 20 1.9897
45 10 10.4720 45 10 10.4720 30 8 7.3396
45 14 14.6608 45 14 14.6608 30 12 8.9010
45 18 18.8491 45 18 18.8491 30 14 7.3304
45 20 0.0000 45 20 0.0000 30 16 8.3776
60 e 10.5418 60 4 0.0000 30 18 8.4300
60 12 12.5664 60 6 0.0000 30 20 3.9794
60 16 16.7550 ! 60 8 5.4105 37.6 20 1.9897
60 20 9.4246 60 10 0.0000 46 4 3.1027
75 14 1.6756 60 12 6.2832 46 6 2.9125
75 6 0.0000 60 14 0.0000 45 8 2.0944
75 8 4,2936 60 16 8.3775 45 10 2.6170
76 10 0.0000 60 18 0.0000 45 12 3.1416
75 12 6.2832 60 20 4.7123 46 14 3.6652
75 14 0.0000 - 45 16 4.1888
75 16 8.3775 46 18 4.^150
75 18 0.0000 45 20 1.9897
75 20 4.7123 i
2A3L3 10
Column Matrices of Area Coefficients*
for

















































































































































































Column Matrices of Area Coefficients*
for
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Influence Coefficients (ror.jl Concentrated Jeaoinr) .
L&t w* S Reflection in inches at deflection point "i".
3 j 5 Concentrated load in pounds at load :x>int "J
M
.
s ^0 pounds (Hiasa 1}
.
- 10 pounds (Phase 2).
gjj 5 Influence coefficient in inchec / 1000 pound
= [inches def. (a-, H i") yox Vi (at "j H )J s 10
3
.
Jij * Pj %J * iC
"? Ul
g^ = 100 wtJ (Fha*e
") It3
In the e.^perincntal procedure used the dial gauge vas net to read
:;ero with the load off and, ^-.ereforo, read v;. . --'hen the load waa Applied*
The siiaple oultiplication involved nade po3sr:l~ the recording of g^,
directly,
itfl-^qflfig .09^6*^3 ^hecr, isoa^xy; a^ffly- Boundary).
Let w^ • Reflection in inches at "i M . (Phase 9 )
.
Vj » Shear in pounds / inch on "boundary near "J*,
.g. , ^ Influence coefficient in inches / 1000 pounds,
3 [inches deflection (at H i H ) per pound near H J^J x ID3 ,
s r Boundary length of element near B j tt , .
wij = 9(Tj ^ij> KlC
"3 ' 2l1
?or 10 pound load and finhere 1 H wide at root.
W1J s
giJ (Pinger Re. 1-15)
100
2l2
jot It * load and finger .71" wide at root.
••;i<is) °- 71<^r Acne 5 * lr
"3 <rlr"-9r no - l6)
«1U6) - "tj ;: 10° ?:3
By suporpOoitioat for the specific case of rhuee 2 i^ie deflection
at any point "i" 'Jiio to a distributed shear load on the boundary is given
byl
14 - n
T*i • <S ?j g^ x 10"" / -?- (16) 61(16) * ^~ 2,la
Equations 2i2 and 2i3 indicate that the influence coefficients are
independent of the width of the fingers. However, 2: la illustrates how
the width of the finger is uged when calculating deflections "by the use
of influence coefficients.
Influence Coefficients (Radial .Moment on Free Boundary).
Let wj s Deflection In inches at "i".
Mj • Badial Moment in inches / Ih / inch near H j w .
s *J9«9 i»<& pounds / in- (Phase 2).
ngij 5 Influence coefficient in inches deflection per 1000
inch pounds / inch / inch*
- [inches deflection at N i M per inch pound near "J"] x KK,
For 10.^ pound load **.8 inches front root of 1" fingers.
wij a s < VJ v*ij * Mj ««i«5> * 10
~3 3l1
s 1.0(10. k yg^ / **9.9 ngij) x 10~3 (Fingers 1-15) 3»la
» 0.71<Jfi*£*fii(l6) ' ^*2 n^i(i6) x 10-3 (linger 16) 3*lb
n&ij s v/i F1 * 10
~3
* 10 *^ ^iJ (Singers 1-16) 3s2
pi - Mi^wm ii iiiii i ,tumm0'mimmt<m 'w^^m> i P .«*ww
thesG2
Experimental deflection survey of cantil
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